too	PRINCE BULOW
it not work when he devoted himself to reading the news-
papers or a book concerning his own profession r And was
not this industry reflected in his speeches ? Or was the time
wasted that he spent drafting some report with the art of a
master? With people like Witte, who was at least very
knowledgeable, very experienced and skilled in statesmanship,
the Bulows liked to talk* On the other hand, in answer to
my question how she had spent the day, the Countess once
complained that the visit of the Kaiser's sister, Princess
Schaumburg-Lippe, had wasted hours of her time. She
coined a good mot when she said of the tedious Princess:
" She can never return a ball"
It is understandable that the Chancellor should be obliged
to leave his wife to serve to exalted visitors who were in-
capable of returning the ball.   It was another matter when
more intelligent talkers were present.  And when it happened
to be a married couple Bulow always turned to the mofe
interesting of the two.   He made this distinction between-
that efficient official diplomat Freiherr von Heyking and his
wife, the brilliant authoress of Briefe, die ihn nicht erreichten
(Letters which never reached him).   He would gladly for her
sake have found Baron Heyking a post she would have
preferred to Pekin or Belgrade had it not been for the Kaiser's
opposition inspired by the pietism of the Empress, who did
not approve of the Hey kings' matrimonial antecedents.
The Bulows themselves, whose own marriage also had
aspects open to the criticism of the ultra-virtuous, took a
different view of such irregularities, especially as the Countess
was under the spell of Bayreuth, where the most open marital
irregularities had led to Klingsor's magic garden and the
supernatural kingdom of Parsifal.   The Countess, too, was
more tolerant than her husband of a touch of piquancy.   She
once told me about a visit she had had from an elderly
countess who had expressed her surprise at the news that her
newly married daughter-in-law was insisting oti having her
marriage annulled on the grounds of the husband's impotence.
" And/' my hostess added, " the Countess went on to tell
me with a smile that her son had inherited this weakness
from his father, whose own marriage was never consummated
either."
The talk turned to certain problems that have been dealt

